... you PROTEST POLICE BRUTALITY, and know that the police get military equipment from the Department of Defense?

... you FIGHT MASS INCARCERATION while billions of tax dollars are spent every year on federal prisons?

... you want a WORLD WITHOUT BORDERS, while your taxes are building walls?

... you OPPose ENDLESS WAR yet almost 50% of your federal income taxes are spent on the military?

... you decide not to wait for the government to do the right thing, but join with others in direct action and REFUSE TO PAY for this oppressive system?

Step-by-step on how to refuse
Learn all the options, including minimal-risk refusal, nonpayment of token amounts, all the way up to total resistance to taxes for war.

List of consequences
Because refusal to pay taxes is illegal, find out about IRS sanctions — from form letters, fines, levies, seizures, to jail — and what really happens.

Resistance experts
Find war tax resistance counselors who can help you decide the best refusal method for your situation and what to do when confronting the IRS.

The history of war tax refusal
Learn the history of war tax resistance and about the courageous refusers in the United States and around the world.

Profiles of resisters
Discover how people resist today, their motivations, and what has happened to them.
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